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Soon the child asks fewer questions and devotes himself
to action, seeking more and more the companionship of
children of his own age. His individuality becomes more
pronounced. In attempting to understand the capacity
of children we are met with this difficulty, that they are
so deeply affected by the environment in which they find
themselves. They have one character for their family,
another for the school, another for their companions at
play. Eacfc of trlese may become, under certain circum-
stances, the determining character of their lives. Herbart
divides education into three branches,—government,
instruction, and discipline.
i. Government.—A child comes into the world without
will, incapable of moral action.  He is led by a natural im-
pulse to actions which may be harmful both to others and
to himself.  These actions it is necessary to restrain, but in
doing this we must avoid conflict. We must only keep this
end in view to secure order and to foster the tender soul.
The chief means for effecting this object is to keep the
child employed.   *Such is the end of government; what
are the means to be employed?     First, threats; but
these may be of no effect upon a strong nature, and they
may dangerously cripple a ;weak one.    Therefore, they
must be used with great caution. Second, surveillance; but
this is a burden to both parties; it is also dangerous to
the child, because it prevents him from learning a thou-
sand things by himself, and because the closer it is the
more it will weaken or disturb his character.   Watchful-
ness is only suited for the  very  earliest years, or for
seasons of especial danger.    There remain, then, two
•engines of government—authority and love.   Authority
must be that of a superior character, love must be
grounded on sympathy, and must not degenerate into
weakness.

